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Terminology and acronyms
CA
Credential

CPS
DHT
DNS
Encryption
Identity

IoTBnB

ISP
JSON
Key
MyData

OAuth
PKC
PKI
Peer

Relation
Self-sovereign identity

Self-deterministic
identity
SME
SSL
TLS
TTP
UI
USD

Certificate Authority
An attestation, a set of verifiable claims. They can for instance refer to granted
permissions, personal qualities, possession of user account and any kind of
attributes.
Certificate Practice Statement (alternatively Cyber Physical System)
Distributed Hash Table
Domain Name Server
Reversible transformation of data by a cryptographic algorithm to produce cipher
text i.e. hide the information content of the data
A set of information that can be used to identify a particular entity such as a
person, organization, concept, or device. An entity may have multiple identities
associated with it. An identity is bound to a public/private key pair.
IoT service puBlication aNd Billing; an introduced service catalogue concept (in
bIoTope) for publishing and discovery of IoT services hosted by different ad hoc
service providers (the name is related to Airbnb, which has an analogue business
model)
Internet Service Provider
JavaScript Object Notation
Sequence of symbols that controls the operation of cryptographic transformation
(encryption, decryption).
MyData is a human centric personal information management. The MyData
concept lets the individual decide exactly to whom and to what extent his
personal data is exposed.
An open standard authentication protocol
Public Key Cryptography
Public Key Infrastructure on which the Public Key Cryptography is deployed for
use.
A node that can act both as a server for and as a client to other peers. This makes
the nodes in a peer-to-peer network more equally ranked from the
communication perspective, compared to client / server communication.
A performed public key exchange between two identities. A relation has also
access control definitions for the relation
A concept, where the identity holder is able to control his/her identity attributes.
(Often bound to permissioned ledgers, involving an ambient decentralised
authority)
Autonomous self-sovereign identities, which are defined independently of
authorities (through self-generation). A self-deterministic identity can decide
whom to play with and which authorities to trust.
Small and Medium Enterprises
Secure Sockets Layer
Transport Layer Security
Trusted Third-Party
User interface
US Dollar
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Verifiable claim
X.509

A non-repudiable statement made by an entity
An important standard for a public key infrastructure (PKI)
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Executive Summary
The need for a new identity management solution for Connected Smart Objects is apparent. When viewing
the needs from a higher and wider perspective and checking which issues are related to the topic, instead of
looking at the specific bIoTope project use cases using blinders, it appears that identity management
solutions are playing a key role in some of the largest problems of the digital age. It seems to be possible to
mitigate the biggest threat of every company, the cybercrime threat, through a high-quality identity
management solution.
One essential finding is that most existing security models have neglected to include the end user as a
consumer of many different vendor services into the models. That has led to tons of parallel security
solutions and separate data silos, together forming a bad user experience and lousy security due to a nonuser-friendly security approach.
The research objective for T3.B was to develop an identity management framework that fit for Connected
Smart Objects, allowing them to securely interconnect and form system-of-systems in an ecosystem that is
open for anyone to join.

Figure 1 bIoTope reference architecture, with the scope of this deliverable highlighted. The identity-based security model and
data transport is forming a lower communication layer than the O-MI/O-DF application protocol.

By utilizing insights about the paradigm shift towards distributed computing in multi-vendor environments,
such as the industrial Internet, we have developed an identity management technology called Mist. It is
productized and designed to be reused in every connected device, app and system. The uniqueness is the
distributed neutral approach, with no implicitly trusted third party authority1. The generic tools and the
communication stack are envisioned to be a default part of every operating system in the future. The
technology is currently proprietary code of ControlThings, and installed on license in customer apps and
devices. The technology bundles autonomous identities, peer-to-peer communication, a new distributed PKI,

1

Disclaimer: ControlThings’ proprietary code needs to be implicitly trusted that it runs as advertised, and
that it is not malware. This implicit trust is not a design issue, and the essential parts will quite likely be open
sourced at some point due to this reason.
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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authentication and authorization together in an intuitive way. It runs a level below the O-MI/O-DF, providing
a more agile alternative to HTTPS and other transport protocols and security models.
As a demonstration of the integration of the technology in the bIoTope project, the Smart Equipment proofof-concepts relying on Mist are implemented in the commercial physical product environment of Enervent,
as new prototype feature of the commercial software technology of ControlThings. Furthermore, distributed
Identity-Based Communication technology has been concluded to fit well as a trust-based network for a
value chain transparency application, a large business opportunity that has been identified and validated
with many multi-billion dollar companies.

Relation to other deliverables
This deliverable is continuing on the identity management approach outlined in D3.1 Framework for Identity
Creation, Management and Authentication v1, by describing the achievements, clarifications and findings
during the project. The D6.2 Proof of Concept Smart Building and Equipment describes how the IdentityBased security model is deployed in a couple of use cases.

Key Achievements
For a better overview, we organize the key achievements of this deliverable into Table 1.
Table 1 Key achievements in the Identity-Based Authentication and Authorization framework

Contribution area
Integration

Innovation

Technical

Exploitation

Description
The approach makes it possible to securely authenticate, authorize and communicate
with Connected Smart Objects, in a neutral distributed multi-vendor ecosystem. It’s
integrated into Smart Building use case as a library within Android apps, as well as
Smart Equipment use case where it’s integrated into air handling units.
We show an innovative security model, which can securely can interconnect different
vendor ecosystems using neutral autonomous identities. The identities running on the
Connected Smart Objects are self-deterministic, which allows their owner to decide
whom to play with. There’s no central point of implicit trust in the security model.
Instead, it allows self-generated identities to be anchored to existing legacy user
accounts in different vendor ecosystems. The innovation builds on insights, that a
vendor-neutral peer-to-peer ecosystem, using a PKI with no implicit trust, fits
Connected Smart Objects (which often are portable) better than web technologies
based on HTTP servers and the mainstream hierarchy of certificate authorities. We
show an innovative design, how the identity framework can be bundled to become a
default part of each operating system, extending the current TCP/IP stack, and thereby
providing Internet with the missing Identity-layer. This design involves application
sandboxing and generic administration tools.
We provide an identity-based ecosystem-neutral cybersecurity middleware
implementation named Mist, which has an open API, and can be downloaded used in
own projects as a white label technology. Apart from the middleware, generic tools for
remote administration of the own identity perspective are also provided.
Mist is made available for project partners, and external stakeholders, for integration
into own systems and projects on license. It’s currently being embedded into devices
which soon will be commercially available on the market.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
This report is a follow-up to D3.1 Framework for Identity Creation, Management and Authentication v1,
which outlined an approach for managing identities, as a part of WP3 Building a Secure, Open &
Standardized SoS Platform for IoT. It describes more specifically the identity management and
authentication approach of the Mist Identity-Based Communication stack, and demonstrates its integration.
This technology represents a dramatically new approach for improving cybersecurity and applicability for
IoT.

Figure 1-1: Interdependencies of WP's and their related outcome

1.2. Objectives in WP3
The main objective of the WP3 is to provide the technological foundation of the bIoTope SoS Platform for
information source publication and consumption in the IoT around O-MI and O-DF standards (IaaS). This
includes new mechanisms to better manage ‘Identities’, ‘Context-sensitive Security and Privacy’ (Sec-aaS) of
Connected Smart Objects and People so as to cope with the dynamic nature of the IoT. WP3 also develops
an appropriate billing framework (BaaS) to enable financial incentives for information sharing in the IoT.
The original objective of the task was to provide Sec-aaS, but an essential insight is that good security
(security by design) requires to be built from the bottom up (binding authentication, encryption,
authorisation with transportation), and cannot thereby be provided as a separate optional modular service.
The Sec-aaS is in conflict with good security by design.

1.3. Objectives in Task 3.B
Task 3.B, entitled Identity Creation, Management and Authentication in IoT (M1 - M24), develops certificate
management mechanisms, along with new mechanisms for identity-based lookup and authentication.
Furthermore, the systems developed in this task are based on existing concepts and software made by
consortium partners, notably by ControlThings (CT). The Product Agent and Product Avatar concepts coined
by AALTO and BIBA for the IoT in 2003 provide the necessary framework for implementing uniquely
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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identified and authenticated Connected Smart Objects, which exposes their services using solutions from T
3.A. The involved partners in this task are: CT the task leader, supported by both University of Luxembourg
and itrust consulting, as well as by Eccenca.

1.4. Content of this Document
This document provides a high-level description of a distributed security model, which would make sense to
run wherever TCP/IP currently is used. The identity-based technology has been designed to serve as a
fundament on the operating system level, for generic-purpose communication.
The report follows a structure which starts with describing the objectives (Chapter 1), then quickly
overviewing the issues and insights (Chapter 2) which explains and justifies why we have selected this
particular solution (which is described in Chapter 3). Finally, it covers the most essential part, the
integrations into the proof-of-concepts (Chapter 4).
Apart from the bIoTope use cases, the Appendix covers an identified highly interesting use case for value
chain transparency. The demand for that solution has been validated with several multi-billion dollar
companies, big retailers and brand owners, and this identity-based technology fits the purpose extremely
well. The essential unique selling point is the vendor-neutral approach, where no single party owns all data
or controls the whole ecosystem. Competing attempts to build similar things based on blockchain are facing
scalability issues which the Identity-Based Communication approach can avoid.
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2. Background
Here, we briefly go over the issues and insights that led us to the designed Identity-based solution we
ultimately chose.

2.1. Recapping the main issues
The main technical issue with the current Internet stack is the lack of an identity layer, as identities/users are
defined by the applications. This has resulted in ecosystem-specific user accounts, and a vast amount of
incompatible identity providers [1]. Attempts at bridging this usually ends in single sign-on solutions where
identity providers get a trusted-third party role, and mainstream PKI solutions with X.509 certificates do not
support autonomous (self-sovereign) identities to express trust between each other [2].
Major issues in the industrial use of Internet are the fight for data ownership [3] leading to data silos and
vendor lock-in. In environments – e.g. value chains (with many refining steps from raw material to consumer
product) - data becomes fragmented between different parties and systems. Rarely has it been the case that
some central cloud has been accepted to cover large ecosystems. (One quite successful example is GT
Nexus, a central value-chain cloud with 25000 companies integrated, and a half trillion dollars of goods
managed [4].) Also, combined with the lack of a framework for inter-linkable distributed micro-services, this
has led to vendor specific monolithic platforms, with expensive API integrations developed between the
clouds one-by-one.
Another issue is that cybercrime is becoming exponentially costly [5] [6] [7] and a dangerous [8] threat, as
showed in Figure 2. This is believed to be largely due to a bad security model, which is a patchwork that very
few people are able to understand [9], littered with over-complexity [10] as illustrated in Figure 3. It is also
now clear that the user has not been considered as a part of this security design, having to deal with
separate registration and manual management of many user credentials. Yet, it is well-known that the user
is the weakest security link [11] [12]. User trust is easily abused, e.g. by phishing. The security problems will
only get worse as IoT device manufacturers are pushed by the market to adopt a quick and dirty security
approach, also leading to typically cloud-dependent systems with sometimes grave consequences (e.g. the
Revolv Hub issue in 2016 [13]). It boils down to the lack of a readily available off-the-shelf cybersecurity
solution that device vendors would be comfortable with.
Finally, Trust in the Certificate Authority-based Internet, with pre-installed hierarchies in web browsers, is
dead, due to many backdoors and loopholes and the complexity of cryptography [3]. Even initiatives like the
Linux Foundation’s Let’s Encrypt [14] lead to unintended consequences, as malicious parties can achieve the
coveted “green lock” in the browser, leading to the question about what “Secure” refers to.
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Figure 2 Cybersecurity spending versus cybercrime costs, based on numbers from Cybersecurity Ventures

Figure 3 Justin Richer describing the complexity of the current security patchwork at the MyData 2016 conference in Helsinki

2.2. Insights, trends and opportunities
The world today is tending towards having more computation, analytics and intelligence taking place closer
to the source, due to the vast amount of produced data in combination with the requirements of low latency
and robustness. There is an overall drive towards increased edge-computing [15] [16] as shown in Figure 4,
to the detriment of central clouds [17]. This will soon mark the end of the fight for control over ecosystem
and data [3]. Early adopters realized that a vendor-neutral technology has a higher adoption potential, and
can thereby gain a wider transparency. Alongside this, the Blockchain has gained a lot of hype and buzz, and
many other distributed technologies need nowadays to compare themselves against it. This applies also to
Identity-Based Communication, which rather complements it. Blockchain essentially provides consensus
(regarding order of occurred events) between nodes which are not familiar with each other (if certain pre© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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agreed conditions have been met, they can even execute a predefined program called a Smart Contract
[18]). But it has drawbacks, most notably scalability limitations, due to data storage, long bootstrapping
time, transaction latency, transaction frequency limitations, and massive energy consumption. It is worth
mentioning that identity management has been considered a use case for blockchain technologies [19] [20],
but actual deployment experiments (such as the Blockstack effort) have pointed to both security and
scalability problems that are indicative of a still-immature technology.

Figure 4 "To be safe, scalable and efficient, Internet of Things networks must be re-architected to gradually shift from managing
billions of devices to hundreds of billions of devices” (Picture source IBM [3])

New European regulations are creating new opportunities. For instance, consent management in the
upcoming GDPR regulation is particularly interesting, as it can be used in combination with an identity-based
trust framework, to provide a frictionless privacy-respecting user experience. This can be achieved
automatically [21]. Also, eIDAS, the new European eID regulation (see [22]), provides good opportunities for
bootstrapping new trust networks, as signatures of documents digitally signed by an eID are recognized by
the governments of EU countries. Combining this with verifiable claims (see Section 3.7) make it easy to find
mutually trustworthy third parties (such as governments), which is required for trust bootstrapping.
Overall, it is our view that a new trust framework can be deployed, using cryptography in a vendor-neutral
and distributed manner, all while flexibly respecting the new Internet and regulatory landscape. The major
insight is to bundle tools as a framework into a novel common identity-layer which targets to become a
default component at the operating system level, extending the current networking stack. This allows
various apps to use the same cryptographic features in a common way, with one unique identity. When
identity is not defined by any service provider, it remains neutral, and by adding an ability to anchor
identities to different environments, this new layer can glue together the fragmented user accounts from
different systems, and break silos. Figure 5 illustrates that identities have to remain fully neutral and
acceptable for every part, to be able to stitch different systems together. No pre-trusted authority can
define the identities, not even a permissioned distributed ledger, since all kinds of power positions can be
considered as reasons to use alternative parallel solutions. Trust relations shall be defined on higher levels,
to keep the identities self-determined.
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Figure 5 The (lowest) identity layer need be remain neutral, and shall not be architected with enforced relationship to any
authority, not even any permissioned ledger. The self-determined identities remains neutral, and can anchor to governed
environments when appropriate.

To fully realize the interconnection across different silos, we need to enable ad-hoc trust. Smart Objects can
be roaming like people from context to context over time, operating in different environments. This creates
a need for discovering services and service providers, based on category, location and other types of
attributes, and seamlessly creating new trust relations between them on the fly. Awareness of service
providers beyond one’s own trusted network is required, for enabling an opportunity to extend it. This
implies that service catalogues, such as the bIoTope IoTBnB (IoT service puBlication aNd Billing), where
unknown service providers can be discovered, provide contact information beyond the trust network. In a
similar way, Smart Objects can also discover each other when they are physical near. The trust relationships
can be negotiated separately, after the discovery.
Finally, by forming a new security model on a system level, the application-level complexity can be reduced,
while the user experience is improved. This reduces the time-to-market, and allows each vendor to focus
more on their core business area.

3. The Solution – Identity-Based Communication
This chapter provides an updated and clarified overview of the decentralised identity management
approach, for which a roadmap was drafted in the earlier deliverable D3.1 Identity Creation, Management
and Authentication. This chapter describes the Mist technology, which is ControlThing’s commercial
implementation of the Identity-Based Communication.

3.1. The Identity-Based Concept Explained
Identity-Based Communication is basically a combination of two concepts: peer-to-peer networking and
security based on public-key cryptography. Together they form a distributed ecosystem, where every party
can securely communicate with any other, and ensure that they are interacting with the expected remote
party. An identity is a cryptographic key pair (public + private) that is associated with some meta data. The
identity-based communication is a technology which forms an overlay (on top of the Internet) as shown in
Figure 6, for providing applications with a communication API that uses authenticated and authorized
identities, instead of sockets using hostnames and ports. It combines cybersecurity (encryption,
authentication and authorisation) and destination addressing using the identities in a novel intuitive way,
allowing it to be productized apart from the applications.
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Figure 6 The identities are forming a new abstraction layer, where authenticated identities are communicating with each other.
The application layer receives information that the own identity is authorized to access. This clarifies the security model, and
simplifies the application layer

The Identity-Based technology is able to prove the origin of data, as well as securing it both, during
communication and storage. Every communication channel is self-determined, which means the identities
are making their own decisions about whom to trust and “to play with”.
The Identity-Based Communication technology does not suffer from the same scalability issues as the
Blockchain, and can run on inexpensive embedded devices. It scales up even better than cloud-centralized
services, because the load in a distributed network is evened out.
The Identity-Based solution provides every party with powerful tools for mimicking the real world, with clear
digital counterparts (such as licenses, certificates, proofs, receipts, etc.). The underlying cryptography
performs the validation that ensures that every document is authentic and unmodified.
Instead of control over ecosystems and data, the identity-based communication layer provides connectivity
in a completely vendor-neutral way such that no service provider gets a central position. This cannot be
considered a platform, as it 1) does not provide typical platform tools such as analytics or business logic and
2) it can be added to existing platforms, as a parallel alternative communication solution, next to the existing
one(s). It can metaphorically be thought of as a new language, which enables one to speak directly with the
different data silos.

3.2. Identity creation
On the first launch of the app, a new identity is created, and the app prompts the user to provide a name for
it, as shown in Figure 8. Similarly, in embedded systems (like the air-handling unit) it creates itself a new
identity on the first boot up. Embedded systems expect a remote identity to become their admin. The first
identity that discovers the unclaimed air handling unit can claim the administrator role. Any further access
attempts are forwarded to that administrator. If the initial claiming goes wrong, the owner needs to conduct
a factory reset and retry. Three example interaction sequences on how to continue are illustrated in Figure
8. (This procedure can be protected by limiting the time-window for claiming the device, prompting for serial
number etc. The device admin role can also be claimed in an isolated environment.) The essential gain is the
intuitive process, where no password is used and no keys are manually managed.
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Figure 8 Identity creation and management with Connected Smart Objects, such as IoT devices. The initial claiming of admin role
can be made using alternative discovery methods. This figure illustrates three different implemented example ways on how to
obtain the admin role of a new IoT device.
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Figure 8 The system-level tool for identity administration can be used for creating identities. If no identity exists, a new one is
created and the user is prompted to provide a name. In the example above, an identity named Alice is created. Alice does not
have any relations to remote systems, but can start creating her own network using various methods (through the tabs in the
screenshot to the right).

3.3. System tools
ControlThings have developed a tool for managing the identity-based network on a “system level”, below the
apps. It contains the reusable features for identity management as a common implementation, which also
simplifies the app development. The system-level tool can also be used as a generic management tool for
the own identity relations. The branded apps can invoke and reuse some of the features.

3.4. Sandboxed apps
The Identity-Based security model has been designed as a reusable fundament, with the vision that it
someday becomes a default part of every operating system. On Android, this means that all custom apps
using Mist as a white label technology have been sandboxed by the Mist framework. An example is the air
handling unit app in Figure 10, which has been sandboxed by the software library MistAPI.aar in Figure 11, in
order to confine it from another Mist based apps. This means, that the underlying framework will prompt
the user when an app attempts to modify the Identity relations.

Figure 10 An example of a sandboxed branded app. Commission in the menu will launch the commission features inherited from
the generic admin tool.
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Figure 11 The sandboxed Android app environment is provided by the software library MistAPI.aar, which easily can be integrated
as white label technology into own Android apps. The core Identity-Based Communication technology is included in the Mist
libraries, which are written in C. They are cross-compiled for many platforms and interfaced by many environments, as this
artefact map shows.

3.5. Enable Trust
As described in D3.1, the identities form trust relations with each other. These relations are used to achieve
secure communication channels, and to assure that the opposite party is the one it claims to be (or at least
that it has access to the private key). The relations can be achieved through three different scenarios: 1) by
mutual agreement, 2) by claiming an admin role or 3) by certification. Figure 12 illustrates, that a user
manually can send a trust request to any discovered identity, an approach which is applicable in both 1) and
2). In case the recipient is another user interface, it will prompt the user for a decision. In case the recipient
is an unclaimed embedded device, it can automatically accept the request and make the subject an admin. If
the embedded device already has an admin, the request will be automatically forwarded to that identity.

Figure 12 An example of how to send a trust relation request to a discovered identity.
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3.6. Identity lookup and authentication
Smart Connected Objects need mechanisms for looking up services beyond the trusted network. This is
achieved with service catalogues, such as IoTBnB. It is also possible by discovering nearby identities (on the
local subnet), as well as by the manual importing of identity handles that can be sent off-band over social
media, email, file transfer or QR codes. The service catalogue solution is apart from the trusted network, and
the trust need to be negotiated and verified using certificates or off-band-authentication.

3.7. Verifiable claims (certificates)
The certificates in the Identity-Based communication do not rely on the roots of trust such as those required
by X.500 directory services, the Domain Name System, national ID systems, etc. They are digitally signed
subjective claims, which are statements made between autonomous self-deterministic identities.
As an example, people can remember who is good at math, who is a talented singer, and who can cook good
food. Other people may have opposing opinions. These are subjective claims. Everyone can claim whatever
they like, choose whom to trust and setup own environments to obey trusted claims. A corporation can for
instance claim Alice to be a Director in department X, while her family claims her to be a mother. The
government may claim that Alice’s identity has (access to) a certain governmental ID, and that she was born
in 1954. Alice has received several claims for one single identity.

3.7.1. Anchoring identities
Anchoring identities to one-another can be viewed as a mechanism to transfer the trust in one identity to
another identity. If a user owns an identity in two different systems, and the identity in one system is already
trusted, the ability of that user to anchor this identity to the other one transfers a certain amount of trust to
the other identity. For instance, it could be particularly powerful to anchor (legitimately) other identities to
an eIDAS-compliant identity.
A simple system of identity anchoring can function similarly to a PKI. Where a certificate authority binds an
identity to a public key, an anchoring authority can simply bind two identities together using a digital
signature, and make this record publicly available. The authority would have 1) to be fully trusted by its users
and 2) have proper procedures in place to ensure that the identities it binds together are indeed owned by
the same entity.
However, anchoring identities in large decentralized systems should logically also be handled in a
decentralized manner. Thus, it makes sense to anchor identities through a verifiable claim. This procedure is
described in Figure 13 to Figure 16.

3.7.2. Revocation of claims
In some situations, certificates need to be revoked. A couple of examples of such situations are:
• The identity has been compromised;
• The presence of errors in the issued certificate;
• A change in usage and needs for the certificate;
• The certificate owner is no longer trusted.
In the Identity-Based Communication model, the authorities that keep track of the whether a given
certificate has been revoked or not, are designated by the issuer within the Certificate Practice Statement
(CPS). The CPS was described in more detail in D3.1. [22]

3.7.3. Parallel work
Every design decision that touches the verifiable claim topic need to consider the important ongoing parallel
development around, which is being made by the Rebooting WebOfTrust and the W3C Verifiable Claims
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Working Group. Their work is still at a very early stage, but need to be considered for possible compatibility.
Apart from that, the certificates were described in the previous deliverable D3.1.
[22] [23] [24] [25]

Figure 13 Alice identifies herself to her employer. It can be made using legacy techniques (existing corporate user accounts, or
face-to-face meeting), or if Alice can expose a valid certificate from an issuer the employer trust.

Figure 14 When the employer has verified that Alice is part of the staff, they provide her with a certificate describing her
department, position and specific access rights. The certificate is a verifiable claim, including statements about her.

Figure 15 Alice can now control locks, devices and information systems which have been set to trust the company claims. Each
system can be configured to require particular credentials, such as certain departments or roles.

Figure 16 Alice continues to collect verifiable claims from different authorities, as it allows her identity to interact in more
environments. The claims connects her user accounts with her self-generated identity.
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Figure 17 A sequence diagram of how to equip a self-generated identity with verifiable claims. The authentication service can not
only verify that the identity successfully has logged in, but also that it carries certain credentials. The essential point is that the IoT
object is using the same self-generated identity, binds it with user account from various Auth-services, and can thereby act with
different services. Each service decides which Auth-services they trust.
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Figure 18 When the identity visits the service in the future, it can expose the earlier obtained certificate, and does not have to
interact with the Auth service.
Table 2 Examples of claims that Alice may hold in her repository

Issuer

Subject

Credential

Example of credential inspector

Parking Energy

Alice

[customer id] = [alice-123]

Government

Alice

[Year of birth] = [1954]

Government

Alice

[National ID card #] = [23432]
[Nationality] = [Finnish]

An EV charging service that is configured
to trust Parking Energy
Retailer that verifies that the required
age is exceeded for selling liquor
A bank that is going to open an account
for Alice.

Postal office

Alice

[Address] = [HomeStreet 1]

Bob (a friend)

Alice

[Role]
=
[Access] = [Bob’s Home]

Celin (a friend)

Alice

[portrait-photo] = [hash of photo]

University

Alice

[Algebra grade] = [9]

Insurance
company

Alice

[Life insur. Expires] = [2019]
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An online retailer who will dispatch an
order
SmartLock of Bob’s home that is set to
trust certificates issued by Bob, with an
access control requiring credentials for
accessing Bob’s Home.
Alice can show up 3rd party digital
attestation of her biometrics to other
friends, when she bootstraps her trust
network with new friend relations
Alice can show up evidences of her
competences when applying for new
positions.
Hospital that need to check whether her
insurance is valid for covering the
treatment
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Employer
Corporate
X
(Active
Directory)
Executive
Training Inc.

Alice

[username] = [alice]
[department] = [R&D]
[position] = [Digital Director]

Alice

[Completed] = [Project Manager]

Facebook

Alice

[facebook-id] = [AliceInWndrlnd]

The corporate devices, doors, machines
and information systems are set to
provide access based according to
department and position.
Alice can show up evidences of her
competences when applying for new
positions
Alice can use her facebook network for
bootstrapping her trust network, as her
identity carries evidence of having access
to her facebook profile

4. Integrations
A complete bIoTope integration of the developed identity management solution would mean that every OMI node would run the Mist stack, as a supported transport protocol. The landscape of non-Mist O-MI nodes
are not limited to those running on a web server, but also includes those O-MI nodes running as HTTP
clients, feeding and consuming data from O-MI server nodes. Since the Identity-Based technology is still
under active development, it’s a moving target. Mist handles issues on another level than O-MI/O-DF, as
shown in Figure 19, and it’s not purposeful to develop too wide a front of different pilots using Mist as the
only transport. It could potentially waste efforts for several partners in case of struggling with a frequentlychanging API, instead of focusing on O-MI/O-DF and vocabulary level of interoperability and pilot
implementation. Thereby the number of Mist-based pilots has intentionally been limited, initially to those
fully-managed by ControlThings. By now the maturity of Mist has progressed, and the number of Mist-based
pilots and Mist stack deployments can gradually be increased.
The integrations of the Identity-Based communication technology into Smart Building and Smart Equipment
pilots utilizing a service catalogue were described in-depth in D6.2. Proof-of-Concept Smart Building and
Equipment. Therefore, that part of this chapter can be considered to only provide a short overview of the
pilot integrations. [26]
To provide a tangible understanding on how the Mist technology has been integrated, and how project
partners can start using it in new pilot integrations, it’s necessary to introduce the API and get the readers
mindset aligned with the peer-to-peer approach, before diving into the proof-of-concept use case
implementations. The Mist API is more fully described in appendix A.1 for reference. Appendix A.2 is
scratching the surface on the source code level, to provide the reader with some hints on how to integrate
this technology as a white label solution into their own mobile apps or how to interface their own service
and make it available for other peers over Mist communication.
The following sections describe the integration points with bIoTope components and the proof-of-concept
implementations.
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Figure 19 The p2p communication has a symmetric API, and therefore it differs from server calls made by HTTPS clients. If the
communication has reached the O-MI node via Mist, then it has already been authenticated and authorized. HTTPS does not
provide the agile trust management framework required by a distributed ecosystem of Smart Connected Objects.

4.1.1. Service catalogue entries, integration with IoTBnB
The IoTBnB service catalogue contains entries that are O-DF descriptions, which have been carefully
annotated using attributes, where each attribute type definition refers to some external vocabulary. This
allows interested consumers to discover, understand and filter out the most relevant services for
themselves. When a desired service is found, the consumer node can reach out to the service-providing OMI node using the link included in the service description. Each service description may include one or
several alternative transport protocols for connecting with the service providers. O-MI nodes may support
one or several transport protocols in parallel HTTPS, Websocket and Mist (which can be seen in Figure 19),
and thereby they provide a list of links for all the supported protocols. Consumer nodes will need to filter the
discovery results, considering that only the ones with commonly-supported transport protocols are
compatible and interesting.
Mist does also contain a feature for publishing arbitrary Mist services (in Mist they are called Systems) to a
service catalogue, as shown in Figure 20. The service catalogue used by Mist conceptually corresponds to the
bIoTope O-MI/O-DF-based IoTBnB service catalogue, and was implemented due to the slow progress and
late availability of the bIoTope IoTBnB. The service catalogue used by Mist plays an essential role for
bootstrapping a trust-based network, even though the catalogue is not part of the trust network.
A gateway wrapper is being implemented to allow any published Mist services to appear on a web-based OMI node, which regularly gets harvested by the bIoTope IoTBnB catalogue. This enables the bIoTope-wide
discovery of Mist-based services, but does not yet guarantee bIoTope-wide interoperability, as many pilot
implementations are lacking the Mist transport abilities.
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Figure 20 An example of a service description entry (here serialised in json), read out using the API of a peer. This description is
serialized in O-DF when sent to IoTBnB

4.2. Smart Building: Private Parking sharing economy
The Smart Building proof-of-concept demonstrates how the Identity-Based Communication with the novel
security model can co-exist in parallel with non-identity-based transport such as HTTPS and Websocket.
Parking and charging services are published by the service providers to a service catalogue, from where they
can be discovered by other identities. Private households can use an Android device to describe and publish
their own private parking, when it’s not needed by themselves.
Drivers that are interested in available parking places can use their Android device to connect with people
who have made their own parking available, as illustrated in Figure 21. It uses Mist-based peer-to-peer
communication. For the end user, the advantage the Identity-Based Communication provides is the security
model, where trust (and in the future even payments) can be achieved securely and transparently.
This proof-of-concept also demonstrates that identities can be discovered from beyond one’s existing trust
network.
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Figure 21 The proof-of-concept for private parking publication and discovery, using Identity-Based Communication. The parking
service is published to a service catalogue, from where the “Driver X” discovers it, creates a trust relation and starts to consume
the service.
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4.2.1. Integration with Smart Mobility & Helsinki city pilot
The Helsinki city pilot is combining commercial partner solutions such as Parking Energy Ltd. (PE) who
provide charging poles, and BMW with pilot-enabled cars that need to discover parking and charging
services. Additionally, Aalto has developed an Android app for discovering and reserving charging services,
as a part of the Helsinki city pilot. At the time of writing of this report, the open call partner PE had just
recently joined the consortium. A couple of pilot charging poles are installed at Aalto facilities, as part of the
Helsinki city pilot. The existing PE solution uses an own cloud service, which in the first phase will publish
their charging unit data in O-MI/O-DF format to IoTBnB.
On the BMW side, all pilot integrations are made in the BMW cloud, as confined experiments which allow
individual vehicles to be activated as pilot-enabled vehicles. When a driver uses the in-dash navigation
system to discover parking or charging services, the pilot-enabled vehicles will query the IoTBnB, which
returns a set of services based on the given search criteria. This set is filtered according to supported
transport protocols.
The Mist technology is made available for integration by bIoTope use case owners, along with integration
assistance and support. The adoption of the technology is advocated especially for Aalto, BMW and PE, and
these efforts will be continued during the upcoming events focusing on integration. The achieved
interoperability across the different use cases depends on how widely the Mist stack will be adopted by
different use case owners.

4.3. Smart Equipment
Enervent is a ventilation machine manufacturer, and their air handling units represent the Smart Equipment.
Enervent has, based on own commercial interest, defined a couple of user stories to be implemented as
proof-of-concepts. The objective of the first user story is to provide the end user with air quality information,
regardless of the information source. The objective of the other user story is to enable remote assistance of
machines. The physical setup in these user stories consists of machines controlled by Android apps, and
equipped with WiFi-modules, as shown in Figure 22. The module is connected with the machine using the
Modbus rs485 field bus standard, and the module carries the Mist stack. Thus, the same module can be used
to equip other Modbus-rs485 devices with IP connectivity, for instance legacy non-connected air handling
units.
The mobile app is also based on Identity-Based Communication. This use case demonstrates how the
Identity-Based Communication framework sandboxes a branded app (the air handling unit app).
The Smart Equipment use case has not identified clear cross-domain benefits with the other pilots, but this
pilot demonstrates and proves that the security technologies and design patterns are applicable and
reusable even in the Smart Equipment domain.
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Figure 22 This proof-of-concept runs the Identity-Based Communication stack in both the air handling unit, the end user app, the
expert UI, as well as for the external air quality sensor.

4.3.1. Providing Air Quality Info to End User
The proof-of-concept for bringing air quality information to the end user via Smart Equipment, in this case
an air handling unit, is defined based on the commercial interest of Enervent. The objective is to achieve
generic, secure and multi-purpose connectivity, which is not defined or limited by hardware connectors, and
which can be reused for user interfaces, field bus integrations, sensor network integrations as well as other
future information sources.
The essential values the Identity-Based Communication connectivity brings, compared to a regular field bus
typically found in appliances (such as Modbus TCP), are 1) the security model, and 2) the abstraction from IP
networking, which enables remote access over the Internet as well as local access without it. The security
model enables sharing with exactly-defined access to only a specific set of features, to other Connected
Smart Objects (read people, apps, Things and systems).
This proof-of-concept demonstrates the generic air quality input with an air quality sensor connected to a
WiFi module using Modbus. The WiFi module runs the Identity-Based Communication. For activating the
new sensor, it need to first be claimed as an own new device. The following step is then to create a mapping
between the air handling unit and the sensor device.
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Figure 23 To the left, there are three different systems available. The ESC is the air handling unit, and the sensor is named Air
quality. By clicking them, the user can enter into them to see their values, control their features and manage their relations. The
ventilation machine has been configured to subscribe on the air quality values from the external sensor.

4.3.2. Inviting Remote Experts for Problem Pinpointing
This proof-of-concept is designed to allow air handling unit users to invite remote experts for troubleshooting assistance when something is out of order. The experts can access the machines and control them
for conducting remote diagnostics and problem pinpointing. Once the problem has been identified, the
expert can either solve it or advise the user on how to proceed. Finally, the expert leaves (read: disconnects
from) the machine, and the user may revoke the provided access.
This use case demonstrates the identity management solution for discovering available help and providing
access to remote assistance. Technically described, the services (the Enervent diagnostics services) are
published to a service catalogue, to allow others to discover them. When the end user runs into trouble with
his device, he finds a tab on the device UI from where experts can be invited. That tab loads a list of experts
from the service catalogue. When Mist is integrated as a white label technology, and this feature is
production-mature, the feature will be presented in a very intuitive way.
The service catalogue is not part of the Identity-Based Communication. Each service listing has a reference to
the service provider identity, which allows anyone to establish a connection, which always begins with a
trust negotiation. The connection is expecting either a friend-request, or the fulfilment of certain predefined certificate characteristics.
When the trouble-shooting has been done, and the expert has conducted the diagnostics remotely, the end
user can finally revoke the access for the expert to the air handling unit. The expert’s contact details (identity
relation) can be left in place in the air handling unit’s contact list, as it may turn out handy to re-grant
permissions later.

4.3.3. Integration into pilot ventilation machines
The integration into pilot ventilation machines is technology-wise ready to be conducted, but is awaiting
physical equipment. The first batch of WiFi modules was reserved for software development, and the second
arrives during Q1 2018. The pilot testing will be conducted by pilot users and machines chosen by Enervent.
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5. Conclusion
This deliverable describes an innovative approach to mitigate and sometimes obviate the cyber-attack
problem – the ‘number one problem with mankind’ as Warren Buffet describes it. This is accomplished
through security-by-design, with a security model which includes the user, and most importantly considers
that the user is active in a large multitude of different vendor systems. Technically it bundles regular crypto
tools into a new generic communication stack, that every connected system can benefit from. It uses
completely neutral and self-determined identities, which can securely connect to different verticals and
silos.
The proof-of-concepts created within bIoTope demonstrate how system-level tools can be used for the
administration of trust relations, while tailored apps can be used for keeping a good brand experience along
with a smooth and intuitive user experience.
A couple of very essential design decisions that have been made: 1) create a stringent security model, 2)
keep the identity framework fully neutral, avoiding implicit trust in any third party or decentralized
authority, 3) keep everything distributed, even peer-to-peer, avoiding single points of failure and 4) consider
huge use cases which allow upscaling without transaction frequency limitations. These decisions appear to
perfectly fit the need for the ubiquitous computing of billions of Smart Connected Objects.
The proof-of-concepts describe hands-on how the technology can be integrated in smart appliances and
mobile apps. Appendix A.3 describes also how this neutral approach provides a great business opportunity,
for creating trusted communication between companies across value chains for creating value chain
transparency and improving value chain efficiency. The interest for the Identity-Based technology (combined
with a value chain communication technology) has been validated with several multi-billion dollar
companies, both retailers and brand owners.
As a bonus result, in addition to the clear and stringent security model that improves security, the Mist
technology can achieve a better user experience and reduced time-to-market for system developers.
As a final conclusion and insight, the objective to develop identity management in an “as-a-service” sense,
thereby making it a pluggable and optional module, is in conflict with good security design. Thereby the
security solution has been built as a technology that could be fitted as a standard part of each operating
system instead.
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Appendix A.
A.1.Mist API documentation
Available commands from mist-api:
{ methods: List available rpc commands (),
version: Build version (),
listPeers: List available peers (),
commission: { add: Add entry to commission list (ssid: String) },
signals: Subscribe to signals, like changes in peers list, sandboxed requests etc. (),
ready: Get ready state or if not ready, subscribe to ready (),
getServiceId: Get Wish App id (),
mist:
{ control:
{ read: Read current value from peers endpoint (Peer peer, String endpoint),
write: Write value to peers endpoint (Peer peer, String endpoint, value),
invoke: Invoke peers endpoint (Peer peer, String endpoint, value),
follow: Follow changes in peer (Peer peer),
model: Model of peer (Peer peer),
map: n/a (),
unMap: n/a (),
notify: n/a (),
requestMapping: Request to map remote endpoints together (Peer dst, Peer src, String srcEndpoint, Object srcOpts, String dstEndpoint, Object
dstOpts) },
manage:
{ claim: Claim ownership of peer (Peer peer),
peers: List peers seen from peer (Peer peer),
acl:
{ model: Show access control model from peer (Peer peer),
allow: Allow role permission to endpoint in peer (Peer peer, role, endpoint, permission),
removeAllow: Remove role permission to endpoint in peer (Peer peer, role, endpoint, permission),
addUserRoles: Add user to role in peer (Peer peer, user, role),
removeUserRoles: Remove user from role in peer (Peer peer, user, role),
userRoles: Enumerate user roles in peer (Peer peer, user) },
user: { ensure: Ensure peer knows user (Peer peer, Cert user) } } },
sandbox:
{ list: List sandboxes (sandboxId: SandboxId),
remove: Remove sandbox (sandboxId: SandboxId),
listPeers: List peers allowed in sandbox (sandboxId: SandboxId),
addPeer: Add peer to allowed list for sandbox (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer),
removePeer: Remove peer from allowed list for sandbox (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer),
allowRequest: Allow a sandboxed request received via signals (sandboxId: SandboxId, request: Request),
denyRequest: Deny a sandboxed request received via signals (sandboxId: SandboxId, request: Request),
emit: n/a () },
wish:
{ identity:
{ list: List identities (),
friendRequest: Send friend request (Buffer uid, Cert cert) },
connections:
{ list: List connections (),
request: Send request to remote core (op: String, args: Array) },
relay:
{ list: List relays (),
add: Add relay (relay: String),
remove: Remove relay (relay: String) } },
sandboxed:
{ login: Login sandboxed app (sandboxId: SandboxId, String name),
logout: Log out sandboxed app (sandboxId: SandboxId),
settings: Request settings to be shown by sandbox manager (sandboxId: SandboxId),
listPeers: List peers in sandbox (sandboxId: SandboxId),
commission:
{ list: List commissionable nodes (sandboxId: SandboxId),
perform: Commission a node (sandboxId: SandboxId) },
signals: Subscribe to sandboxed signals for app (sandboxId: SandboxId),
methods: Sandboxed methods (sandboxId: SandboxId),
mist:
{ control:
{ model: Model of peer (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer),
follow: Follow changes in peer (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer),
read: Read current value from peers endpoint (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer, String endpoint),
write: Write value to peers endpoint (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer, String endpoint, value),
invoke: Invoke peers endpoint (sandboxId: SandboxId, Peer peer, String endpoint, value) } },
wish:
{ signals: Receive signals from Wish (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host),
identity:
{ get: Get identity details (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, uid: Uid),
list: List identities (sandboxId: SandboxId),
update: Update identity meta and alias (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, uid: Uid, meta: Meta),
export: Export identity (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, uid: Uid),
sign: Sign document (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, uid: Uid, document: Document),
verify: Verify document (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, document: Document),
friendRequest: Send friend request (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, uid: Uid, Cert cert),
friendRequestList: List friend requests (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host),
friendRequestAccept: Accept friend request (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, luid: Uid, ruid: Uid),
friendRequestDecline: Decline friend request (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, luid: Uid, ruid: Uid),
create: Create identity (sandboxId: SandboxId, core: null | Host, alias: String) } } } }
Example:
list()
mist.control.model(peers[2])
mist.control.follow(peers[2])
mist.control.write(peers[2], 'lamp', true)
cancel(followId)

// set followId = request id returned
// stops updates

A.2.Introduction to the Mist API
Any average web developer can create their own highly-secure peer-to-peer apps using the Mist technology,
without in-depth knowledge about the underlying challenges. In order to understand how the technology
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can be used to replace traditional HTTP-based transport, it’s important to keep in mind that the queries are
made via already authenticated and authorized identity relations as shown in Figure 19 on page 11.
Therefore, the queries look more like API calls, executed on a peer. New trust relations between identities
can be set up by the user using existing apps and tools, or programmatically by the developer (that will
prompt the user for acceptance for security reasons).

A.2.1. Creating a mobile app with a UI
Project partners and third parties can create identity-based mobile apps using Mist as a white label
technology. For instance, the Aalto-developed Android app which is able to discover parking via a service
catalogue, can embed the Mist technology to directly connect with the service provider (apart from the
service catalogue) in a peer-to-peer manner. The app developer need to obtain and import the Mist.aar –
libraries into the own app project, and import the most essential classes, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 The essential classes required for getting started with a new Mist Android UI app.

The Mist-based communication is initiated on the app launch, as shown in Figure 25. After that, data from
the remote peers can be accessed as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 25 A code example of how to launch the peer-to-peer communication.
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Figure 26 Sample code showing how to follow data updates from other peers.

A.2.2. Creating services
Mist services (or Systems) model a representation of the underlying functionality and data that is supposed
to be made available for other Mist peers. A Mist service may for instance model sensors and actuators
and/or a whole system or application memory registry. A private parking can be described as a service,
which in a simple implementation is represented by a Boolean value indicating whether it’s occupied or not.
A Mist service does not require any user interface; it may for instance be as simple as a background service
on an Android, providing access to sensor values from the device.
To implement a Mist based service, the developer need to import the Mist libraries shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 An example of essential classes required for creating a Mist service.

Figure 28 provides a hands-on example on how to model a couple of endpoints and add them to a
NodeModel. The service can be modelled when the app gets launched.

Figure 28 The most essential part for creating a new Mist service is to create a model, and add the desired endpoints.

From there on, the values that are updated in the model will be automatically communicated to peers that
are connected, authorized and interested in them.
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Figure 29 The endpoint values that are updated to the model are automatically communicated to other trusted Mist peers that
have shown interest in them.

A.3.Identified use cases
A.3.1. Full value chain transparency
The problem. The value chain from raw material suppliers to a final product in the retail typically consist of
many steps where parties are holding data fragments related to the final product. The value chains are not
fully optimized, as manufacturers and brand owners do not have full insight into the supply chain
inventories, and neither to the retailer stocks levels. The product origins are difficult to prove, for instance
where the cocoa in chocolate was harvested, or what was the employment conditions at the coffee
plantation. Food safety, and ethical production are soft values which are becoming increasingly more
important.
The communication across the whole value network has rarely been achieved, as no-one is allowed to own
and control the whole ecosystem or collect all data. The desire for solving these issues have been identified
and validated. For instance, the largest Finnish retailer, the S-Group, has published a food manifest with 9
theses, where one of them is radical transparency, another is reducing food waste. The values of
transparency are related to 1) ethical production / food safety, 2) more efficient supply chain by insight into
the virtual inventory upstream 3) more efficient maintenance of product details and 4) better upscaling
supplier integration.
The solution. Value chain transparency can be achieved using a distributed trust framework such as the
Identity-Based Communication described in this report. Parties (read identities) in the value chain can look
up and provide information about item identifiers in a distributed manner. It leaves each party with full
control over the own collected or generated data, as information can be shared in the appropriate extent
depending on who is making the query. Another attempt on solving the same issue is IBM working together
with Walmart. They are trying to solve the issue using blockchain. The Identity-Based approach has a clear
scalability advantage over blockchain. Let’s look at the figures. According to GS1, product bar codes are
scanned at the point of sale (retailers cashier machines) over 5 billion times a day. It means in average ~58k
transactions per second (tps), only at the point of sale. However, most products in the retail shelf contains a
set of sub components and ingredients, which also need to be tracked in many earlier value chain steps.
Therefore the ~58k transactions is only a fairly small fraction of the real transaction frequency required by
full value chain transparency.
The original objective with blockchain is to avoid centralized trusted parties, by allowing anyone to carry a
distributed ledger, and by providing an ability to verify the proof-of-work. However, that requires expensive
computing, and the technology is poorly scalable. This has led to permissioned ledgers, where centralized
trust has been re-introduced, in order to gain scalability advantages. It's a trade-off between transaction
speed and decentralization. There's a need to trust the privileged validating nodes. Hyperledger Fabric is one
such example, which aims for optimal scalability. The trade-off in openness and neutrality may allow
Hyperledger Fabric to achieve > 1000 tps, or perhaps even to 100 000 tps in the future (no official tps
numbers have been published by Hyperledger at this phase), but the architecture with a distributed ledger
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that need to be replicated all over will stress the whole network a lot, and require a significant amount of
computing by each node. [27] [28] [29]

A.3.2. PLM
The value chain transparency use case above can be viewed as a distributed Product Lifecycle Management
system as well. Technically it forms an information forum from distributed sources, in a trust-based manner.
The information can be produced at any point in time throughout the product lifecycle.
Design

Manufacturing

Logistics

Distribution

Operation

Maintenance

Recycling

Feedback

A.3.3. Augmented reality
Along with the rapid digitalization, the need for more agile trust connectivity to runtime discovered Smart
Connected Objects increases. Vehicles are recognizing things around them, and would benefit if they could
exchange information with each other. Traffic situations would benefit of read the thoughts of the other
road users. For the travellers, it’s a benefit to discover surrounding services and connect, automatically
determine availability, etc.
Smart factories will be augmented in a way that all machines can be monitored from one interface. This
experience will extend beyond the confined environment, to a Smart Cities, where services are augmented.
The distributed Identity-Based Communication stack fits well for these use cases, enabling a trustnegotiation between the identities, in a nature-mimicking manner.

A.4.Extensions
A.4.1. Audit trails, non-repudiation
Crime registers and personal health data records typically requires to be stored in data stores, where any
access to the records requires audit logs. This means that in order that the subject need to digitally sign the
desired command (including a sequence number for the log record), and thereby leave log foot prints which
cannot be spoofed anyone else. If any record of the log file is erased, it can be detected. All log records can
be proven to originate from identity (private key) holder. This is called non-repudiation.
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